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Background

Project: Hate speech and online radicalization in Norwegian online
discussion

I Interdisciplinary research team (terrorism researchers,
historians, journalists, linguists, computational linguists and a
statistician)

I Tools:
Web crawling, text mining, computational linguistics etc

I In this presentation we evaluate two methods to classify
sentiment in sentences from online political discussions
towards different political and religious topics.



Examples of hate speech

YouTube (≈1500 violent threats found on 8 videos)

I “We need to wipe out all muslim people they are all rats!!”

I “Hahah dirty jews with your big noses and cheap ways filthy
cockroaches go back to the ovens of Auschwitz and burn just
like your grand mother did back in the times of nazis.”

I “We take some nukes and drop them on the Middle East.”

I “Try to take over my house and I will pump you and every
other muslim satanic cunt full of ak 47 bullets.”

I “We hate jews here in Sweden are you kidding me? We had
kill all of them if we could.”
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Word distance method

Sentiment lexicon list:
Happy 2 War −3
Love 3 Traitor −4

“Immigration is a disaster for this country and will ruin the
economy.”

sent(disaster)/3 + sent(ruin)/9 = −4/3− 3/9 = −1.7

“Immigration is not a disaster, it makes our country more
exciting.”

sent(disaster)/4 · shift(not, disaster) +

sent(exciting)/10 · shift(not, exciting) =

= −4/4 · (−1) + 3/10 · 1 = 1.3



General method

S =
1

I

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

imp(twi , swj) · shift(swj , ss)

I twi − Occurrence i of target word (e.g. Immigration)

I swj − Occurrence j of a sentiment word i sentence

I ss = (ss1, ss2, . . . , ssK )− Sentiment shifters

I imp(twi , swj)− Importance of swj to predict sentiment on
target word in sentence

I shift(swj , ss)− Compute if sentiment of swj should be shifted
based on the sentiment shifters in the sentence.
shift(swj , ss) = −1 if some sentiment shifters is within dp
words in front or dn words behind of swj .



General method

Sentiment class =


1 if S > tp

−1 if S < tn

0 otherwise

The parameters dp, dn, tp and tn tuned from training set.

imp(twi , swj) for word distance method:

imp(twi , swj) =
sent(swj)

worddist(twi , swj)



Dependency-based method

I Attempt to capture the syntactic environment of the target
word

I Formulate a modified version of the scoring function:
I dependency-based distance
I a set of linguistically motivated dependency paths with scores



imp(twi , swj) for the dependency-based method

I depdist(twi , swj)− shortest distance between twi and swj in
dependency graph, i.e. number of nodes traversed in the
shortest path from the target word to the sentiment word in
the dependency graph

I Manually selected 42 dependency paths which indicated a
strong relation between twi and swj

Path group Number W (twi , swj)

Subj. to pred. 9 1
Subj. to pred.-internal 13 1/3− 1
Pred.-internal 6 1/3
NP-internal 14 1/3− 2/3

I W (twi , swj)− Importance score for dependency paths



imp(twi , swj) for the dependency-based method

I D− all the 42 dependency paths

I dep(twi , swj)− dependency path between twi and swj

If dep(twi , swj) 6∈ D

imp(twi , swj) = sent(swj) ·
1

depdist(twi , swj)

If dep(twi , swj) ∈ D

imp(twi , swj) = sent(swj) ·W (twi , swj)



Summary so far

S =
1

I

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

imp(twi , swj) · shift(swj , ss)

Word distance method:

imp(twi , swj) = sent(swj) ·
1

worddist(twi , swj)

Dependency graph method:
If dep(twi , swj) 6∈ D

imp(twi , swj) = sent(swj) ·
1

depdist(twi , swj)

If dep(twi , swj) ∈ D

imp(twi , swj) = sent(swj) ·W (twi , swj)
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Material

I Target words: immigration, islam, muslim, quran, allah,
muhammed, imam and mosque

I Always create a lot of discussions and disagreements

I Sentiment lexicon: 4067 words
I Manual translate of AFINN list + 1590 “political” words

I Sentiment corpus: Debate articles and subsequent discussions
from different online Norwegian news papers

I Sentences: Training and test set consisted of 382 and 308
sentences, respectively, all containing a target word and at
least one sentiment word.

Negative Neutral Positive

Training 174 (46%) 162 (42%) 46 (12%)
Test 102 (33%) 182 (59%) 24 (8%)

I Inter-annotator agreement: 89% (79%, 95%)



Corpus postprocessing

I PoS-tagged and parsed using the Bohnet&Nivre-parser
I transition-based parser with joint tagger

I Trained on the Norwegian Dependency Treebank (NDT)

I Label attachment score: 87.7% for Norwegian Bokmål
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Results

dp dn tp tn Accuracy p-value

worddist 2 0 0.7 0.0 47%
depdist 2 0 2.0 0.3 52% 0.023
depdist + deppath 2 0 2.0 0.3 53% 0.016

I Using dependency information significantly improves the
results

I Using salient dependency paths in addition to dependency
distance further improves the results, but not significantly.

I Salient dependency paths were found 122 times in 113
sentences (in test set)



Conclusions

I Dependence based method performs better then word
distance method

I Hard problem, ≈ 50% error

I Future work:

I dependency–based analysis of sentiment shifters and
sentiment modifiers

I group text from the same users


